
“Sociological imagination is a quality of mind that cannot be adopted by simply teaching students its discursive assumptions. Rather, it is a disposition, in competition with other forms of sensibility', which can be acquired only when it is practiced” (Kebede, 2009: 353).
ABSTRACT

Collecting oral histories provide an important pedagogical tool because it has the potential to make the listener hear "the voice" of the marginalized. Learners practice their sociological imagination when they are engaged in a valuable experiential learning. This is a quality of mind, a way of seeing and knowing. It is like
resocialization of old habits -where a person thinks that their troubles are simply not repeated or experienced by others, thus they are happening in a void not in a structure and system of inequality. It is seeing the big picture, a revelation, or seeing the forest not a singular tree. Student who developed a sociological
imagination can “distinguish between “personal troubles” and “public issues,” link one’s biography to the social structure of society, explore the interplay between man & society, biography & history, the self & the world and synthesize how our personal problems have sociological causes. This research studied students
while collecting oral histories of the homeless in Racine/Kenosha that increased their social responsibility- a strong indicator for practicing the sociological imagination. Using qualitative content analysis, a deeper analysis of student's thinking process, and assessing the effect of the "voice" on student's sociological
imagination via student's critical reflections throughout the semester, their sense of social responsibility increased, especially in challenging their basic instincts, asking the harder questions, seeking answers, seeing the bigger picture, but, at the same time, when asked to generate realistic scenarios and solutions they
returned to a "default" of seeing homelessness as an individualistic problem. Based on this variation between capturing and solving social issues I recommend that when experiential opportunity allows for producing independent thinking, it must be a situated learning experience, where learning, in context, allows the
learner to engage with others and develop collective understanding, where scaffolding, help and support via feedback, continues and allows for continuous critical reflections. I argue that reflective practice should be a lifelong practice because it turns experience into learning.

RATIONALE
Sociology students are introduced to the term "sociological imagination" in the very first unit of our Introduction to sociology courses. They are encouraged to practice it throughout the courses that meet our conceptual competencies. The sociology department has one specific sub-competency
that states: "Appraise the impact of the social and physical environment on individual experience." To impart what is meant by this competency, beyond the simple recognition of an intersection between biography and social structure, a transformative consciousness experience is needed and in
collecting oral histories one may listen, empathize, experience the lives of others. The current project is based on the premise that “[I]n stories the social comes alive” (Denzin 1989:6). The stories are accounts of lived, emotional experience... “they anchor the self of the teller in the center of the
story that is being told, inviting the listener to become part of the "storied world" the teller is creating (p.7). Storrs (2009) thought that developing a sociological imagination may take place through story-telling, ...and based on the premise that story-telling, when paired with inquiry and dialogue,
can promote change. Students gain the fullest sense of the sociological imagination, one that includes social responsibility, “when they are able to have encounters and experiences that challenge their pre-existing world-views and allows them to see first-hand the sociological concepts they learn
in the classroom” (Hironimus-Wendt & Wallace 2009: 76).
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• How does collecting oral
narratives ignite student’s
sociological imagination and
help them “make small
things big” as they question
the interplay between real
life stories and social
history?

• How do students display a
stronger sense of social
responsibility – Social
responsibility is one strong
indicator of using their
sociological imagination?

• What social responsibility
indicator was stronger?
Tying biography to history or
asking the hard question
(see Social responsibility
table)?

• All in all, did the collection of
oral histories, hearing the
voice lead to igniting the
sociological imagination?
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•SI is "The awareness of the
relationship between personal
experiences and wider society”.
It is a quality of mind, a way of
seeing and knowing, a process of
re-socialization of old habits
when you think your troubles are
simply not repeated or
experienced by others, but are
happening in a void not in a
structure/system of inequality.
•It is seeing the big picture, a
revelation, seeing the forest not
a tree. Students who developed
a sociological imagination can
“distinguish between personal”
troubles” and public” issues,” or
“link one’s biography to the
social structure of society,” or
“explore the interplay between
man & society, biography &
history, the self & the world,” or
“Synthesize how our personal
problems have sociological
causes.”
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• It provides an important
pedagogical tool and has the
"potential to inspire change by
creating “emotional geographies
of public significance” (Johnston
& Pratt 2010: 133)

• Research storytelling not only
embodies subjective experience
but also embraces the knowledge
sharing traditions inherent in “the
culture and context of Indigenous
people and communities” (Kelly
et al. 2001: 348).

• Story telling research allows for
analyzing how students
interpreted, constituted, mapped,
encouraged, managed, and lastly,
invited change.

• Looking into students' reflections
of the stories they collected is a
tool in identifying how collecting
oral histories enhances their
social responsibility and thereby
using their sociological
imagination.
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 • ”At First I was very nervous. I
had an image on what homeless
people would look like and why
they are so but once I started
hearing their voice I understood
that most people weren't there
because of a decision they made
but because life at the time was
not on their side, inflation has a
lot to do with it."

• "I thought it was going to be
formal it ended up to be a
conversation."

• “Oral history tells me anything
could happen to anyone:
someone in the wrong place in
the wrong time.”

• "After listening I appreciated my
house more than ever"

• "I gained new view point, new
whole understanding."

• I learnt to be less judgmental, I
am better educated now."

• "Telling stories make people
sympathize."
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• "Homelessness is due to factors
outside their control not lack of
ambition."

• "They are there but that does not
mean they are not trying to better
themselves."

• "I thought they were just lazy with
addiction problems but 'work for
food' sign proved me wrong."

• "How can America not have a
place to live? Give a job for all?
What is wrong with the society?
Where is the government?
Something is not right!"

• "Reasons for why they are there is
eviction, new landlord, new rules,
but in fact one car accident,
missing one pay check and there
you are homeless."

• "Most homeless seem to know
that it is an external factor why
they are there few blamed
themselves... "some are not in the
shelter for the first time but they
believe it is a god' plan for them."
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   • Students' sense of social

responsibility increased, they
challenging their basic instincts, but
at the same time, when asked to
generate realistic scenarios and
solutions they move back to a
default seeing homelessness as an
individualistic problem.

• Students used their sociological
imagination when troubles relate to
others but when it comes to their
own problems they tend to search
for answers within their selves (false
consciousness) not relate them to
social issues!

• Students were quick to identify the
source of the problem in the
economy, government, or structure,
but when asked is it the economy,
most of them provided that it is the
relatives who are not supporting, it
is their luck, in other words they
were blaming the victim,.

• This is what I mean by the idea that
they turn back to “default!”

• The homeless needs to come up with a plan 
to get out of the cycle.  Sadly, only few had a 
plan to get out of this.

Everyone suddenly 
becomes homeless!

• The homeless took things for granted and 
never really imagined that they will become 
homeless.

Social environment 
changes the person!

• Life was not on their side but things in life can 
just happen. Once a person is homeless there 
is not much that can be done!

Most are in shelter not 
their as their fault!

• If they do not work while they are at the 
shelter they should be thrown away!

Our society as a whole 
is not very neighborly!

• Things in life can just happen to anyone, 
anywhere, any time! 

The system is set up to 
make them fail!

CRITICAL VIEW
They are not greedy and homeless by choice; I am only one person; portrayed wrong- good father; They are not different from us; I shall not judge them they are not bad

What should you do?
Donate; Volunteer more; Help less-fortunate; I should help at least a bit; No one knows if I end up here; Relatives should help; Give them love and compassion; Raise money

MORE SOLUTIONS
Yes but the economy does not work the same direction for everyone; if you give them money they will abuse more and drink more; It is the family not the economy

SOLUTIONS
Someone who is there & does not follow plan should be thrown away; People struggle for different reasons; When there is a will there is a way; It is not economy it is budget

MOST MEMORABLE
Her life changed dramatically while in prison now willing to help; He walked from Illinois to racine heard there are jobs; Police bringing veteran; Kids kids kids

MOST LIFE CHANGING
They came from all walks of life, some were well off; They have dreams .. gourmet restaurant; He was misportrayed in an article; They are there but with a plan

MOST Shocking
He was in jail when he was 21 for 7 years missed the best; 8 big strong men in tiny bed in 1 room; Her child taken away from her;  arrested for staying long in bathroom

MOST DISTURBING
People yell & make fun of homeless people; Buses will stop running forces job loss; Not able to use phones when lights off; Intoxicated & drug addicts live where kids are! 

MOST DRAMATIC
Man for 5 years homeless; Kids attend school while there; Steal from each other towels; Lost his wife for cancer downhill since then ; HALO next door didn't know

MOST FASCINATING

Woman with an MA; Homeless hichhicked from Texas; He had a clear plan to leave during fishing season to Alaska; Found my friend is homeless there

MOST INTERESTING
Homeless sleeps in park & wife and kids at her parents; Woman chose to be there; Most had jobs while in the shelter; Homeless is a call from God
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definitions were provided:
• To understand one's self

you must understand the
others.

• What is it like being in
other's shoes.

• Being able to feel with
others without being part
of their life.

• What happened to them
was typical to them but
different for me.

• It helped me put into
perspective a lot and
allowed me to see the
bigger picture.

• Using the sociological
imagination showed me
how bad our system is set
up to make people fail.

• Definitions were not
unanimous but flexible and
informal in my course.
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• In the other course,
students gave a word by
word definition as stated by
Mills at first because this is
what the book says and at
the end of the semester
their definitions were
unanimous again but this
time word by word from
instructor.

• The instructor's exact words
and even same examples:
Definitions: "Things are not
what they seem to be" or
“it is when one imagines
things that are not there.”
“We view the world as if
false” “SI does not have an
image of things.” Examples:
“The sun moves everywhere
you go but the sun is not
following us. “The sun is
moving but in reality it is
actually not moving.”
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community based projects.
• Transform most everyday

consciousness into a
critical sociological self-
consciousness: this can be
done by de-mystifying, re-
ifying, re-enliving, and re-
enchanting truths.

• Having the courage to
move into trasformative
deep learning education
allowing students to face
alienation by self-teaching.

• Invite students "to take it
big" - dispel the
impersonal nature of
society.

• Reconsidering the ways
Millsian theory is
presented (i.e. Read
original work) and
experiment with pedagogy
– (Dandaneau 2012, 2001).
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Kolb Learning Cycle (1984) four kinds of abilities/undertaking
if learning is to be successful! 

When experiential opportunity allows for producing independent thinking, it must
become a situated learning experience, where learning, in context, allows the learner
to engage with others and develop collective understanding, where scaffolding, help
and support via feedback, continues and allows for continuous critical reflections.
Reflective practice should be a lifelong practice as it turns experience into learning.








		Tie Biography

& History

		Most tied biography to popular  kids movies, others “don’t Know what happened then’; only one tied the day they were born with Mandela’s birth



		Tie The Self

& The World

		Most used the word motivation and hard-work. The self was the most difficult to tie with the world, but noted when the homeless blamed everyone and everything for their personal troubles



		Tie the Troubles

& the Social Issues

		Few knew the difference between troubles and issues: one thinks troubles are short termed and will go away, but troubles of others were noted



		Tie Processes

& Relationships

		One female student –not born in the US- mentioned the civil rights movement, one other stressed the significance of power relationships



		Note Interplay between People

& Society

		Noted interplay in relation to society’s expectations, but one female student noted the financial market that screwed us up. Most others discussed better health  when interplay is functional



		Ask Hard Question/s about Social World

		The hard questions were: Poor economy & expensive housing & governmental assistance, some in the way the society is set up



		Seek Answer/s About the Social World

		There were variations between students: Some suggested immigrants are taking their jobs or outsourcing; others blamed the individual



		Challenge One’s Basic Impulse/s

		All students challenged their basic impulses and sought a life changing experience, genuinely faced stereotypes and hasty judgements



		Generate Realistic Scenarios

		No realistic scenarios were provided: responses were: reduce outsourcing, bring the jobs back. One student asked for changing the capitalist system



		See Bigger Picture/Scene

		Most were able to see the bigger picture but very swiftly and quickly move back to their comfort zone and see it still as far from happening to them
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